
 

 

 FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ):  
 
General  
 
Q: What is Mitacs?  
A: Mitacs is a national, not-for-profit organization that has designed and delivered research and training 
programs in Canada for 15 years. Working with 60 universities, thousands of companies, and both 
federal and provincial governments, we build partnerships that support industrial and social innovation 
in Canada.  
 
Mitacs was founded in 1999 as a Canadian Network of Centres of Excellence, dedicated to supporting 
applied and industrial research in mathematical sciences and associated disciplines. In 2003, we 
launched a research internship program designed to increase deployment of highly educated graduates 
into the private sector. Open to all disciplines since 2007, Mitacs has expanded in response to industrial 
and university needs, including programs in R&D management, professional skills development, and 
international research training. Fully independent since 2011, Mitacs remains committed to its core 
vision of supporting research-based innovation and continues to work closely with its partners in 
industry, academia, and government.  
 
From aerospace systems to childhood literacy rates, Mitacs-funded research helps to strengthen 
connections, improve economic performance, and create jobs. Over the past 16 years, we have 
supported more than 10,000 research internships, trained more than 19,000 student and postdoc 
career-skills participants, and supported international research collaborations.  
Mitacs has 25 offices across Canada, a robust leadership team, and a coast-to-coast business 
development team dedicated to building and supporting new partnerships. To find out more, visit: 
www.mitacs.ca    
 
Q: What is Globalink?  
A: Globalink provides opportunities for Canadian students to take their research abroad and for Canada 
to welcome top international research students to Canada. The Globalink initiatives build global 
research and development networks. This program, Globalink Research Internships, welcomes top 
undergraduate students to Canada for three-month research internships.  
 
Q: How is Mitacs Globalink funded?  
A: Mitacs is jointly funded by the Government of Canada, along with provincial governments, academic 
partners, research partners and international partners.  
 
Q: Is there a website where I can learn more about Mitacs and Globalink?  
A: Please see our Mitacs Globalink webpage - www.mitacs.ca/globalink   
 
Q: What is a Globalink research intern? Are they a student at their Canadian host university?  
A: Globalink research interns (GRIs) are senior undergraduate students from universities outside of 
Canada who are brought to Canada by Mitacs to participate in three-month research internships under 
the supervision of Canadian host professors. Host universities in Canada consider them to be visiting 
researchers.  
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Globalink Mentors (GMs)  
  
Q: What would I be doing as a GM, and what will my schedule/hours look like?  
A: Please refer to the job posting. It is available online at: 
https://www.mitacs.ca/en/programs/globalink/globalink-mentor . Key responsibilities include:  

- Pick up/transport GRIs from airport upon arrival  

- Organize and run two main social events  

- Weekly email or in person check-in  
 
Weekly work commitments will vary but generally average out to 5 hours per week.  
 
Q: How many Globalink Research Interns (GRIs) will I be responsible for?  
A: We try to pair GMs with around 5 GRIs, but in some situations that can range from 2-7 based on the 
needs of the location.  
 
Q: Does the funding I receive for events reflect the number of GRIs I have?  
A: No, the funding is a set amount.  
 
Q: It costs a lot to pick GRIs up from the airport and plan social events – will I be reimbursed for this?  
A: GMs are given a set amount to cover airport transportation ($300) and social events ($200).  
 
Q: I speak _____ and have a fascination with ______ culture. Can I be paired with students who speak 
that language and are from that country?  
A: Mitacs Globalink staff will pair you with students we believe you will be effective with. However, 
given the large and diverse number of GRIs coming to Canada, it is not possible to match you with 
specific groups/cultures.  
 
Q: Is the GM responsible for finding accommodations/housing for their GRIs?  
A: No. GRIs are responsible for arranging their own accommodation. They receive funding from Mitacs 
to locate housing and are provided with a housing resource. GRIs are responsible for arranging all 
aspects of their own housing. GMs are not to get involved or participate in this process in any way. If 
your GRI has questions surrounding accommodation, they reach out directly to our in-office staff.  
 
Q: How will I be trained?  
A: All accepted GMs must attend a mandatory online group training and information session. The date 
and time will be sent to all successful applicants who are offered and accept a position as a GM. This 
session will be scheduled in April. In addition, you will receive an information package and guide. You 
will also be able to contact Globalink staff at any time – for now, please direct your questions to the 
recruitment team at globalinkhire@mitacs.ca   
 
Q: Do I have to currently be a student to work as a GM?  
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A: No. However, you do need to have attended the host institution for at least 2 years, and preference is 
given to current/recent students. Our GMs are usually mature students at the academic institution their 
GRIs are attending. Alumni and recent graduates are accepted.  
 
Q: I graduate in April and will not be returning to school in September of the same school year, can I still 
work as a GM in the summer?  
A: Yes. However, you must be working and/or living near campus for at least 80% of the summer.  
 
Q: How many GMs are you hiring?  
A: This depends on how many GRIs will be attending your school. We are hiring approximately 1 GM for 
every 5 GRIs.  
 
Q: Can I combine with another GM and run an event together/share our budget for the event?  
A: Yes. Globalink Mentors will receive more information on social events closer to the start of their 
contract.  
 
Q: I live in a city with no airport, and the nearest international airport is 2 hours away. Will I be required 
to pick my students up from the airport?  
A: No, we do not require GMs to travel that distance. If your GRI is arriving at an airport which is far 
away (1+ hours) you will use your transportation budget to arrange a bus/train ticket for them which will 
bring them to your town/city. You can then pick them up locally from the bus depot/train station.  
 
Q: Is there a resource I can use while working as a GM?  
A: Yes, please refer to the 2019 Globalink Mentor Guidebook we provide to all hired mentors. This is a 
valuable resource you will refer back to over the course of your contract.  
 
Q: Will I be provided with the contact information of other GMs at my host university and/or in my 
community?  
A: Yes, we connect GMs with other nearby GMs. We understand that collaborating and building a sense 
of community can add value to your experience and that of the GRIs.  
 
Q: Can I go outside of my city when running events with the students? For example, if I am in Vancouver, 
could I take the students to Whistler?  
A: You are welcome to leave the city with your students. If you are considering a trip or activity like this, 
it is probably a good idea to check with your students that they are available!  
 
Q: I would like to take advantage of Mitacs resources: relationships and connections to high caliber 
academic institutions in partner countries, and access to Mitacs cutting-edge programs including skills 
training and entrepreneur websites. How can I do so?  
A: Please view our website at: http://www.mitacs.ca/ for information regarding these programs. There 
are many opportunities available and we encourage GMs to take advantage of these.  
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Q: I am not sure what my summer plans are – can I still apply, and then drop out closer to the summer if I 
am unable to commit to the program?  
A: Please ensure you are able to commit to the program before application. Be aware of the different 
sessions and associate lengths. Once you have been offered the job and signed the contract, you are 
contractually obligated to be available in the summer. The timeframe you will be working will be 
established by when your GRIs are arriving and leaving.  
 
Q: If I work as a Globalink Mentor this summer, how will I be paid?  
A: Globalink Mentors receive payment through direct deposit.  
 
 
Interviews  
 
Q: I can speak English but would prefer to interview in a different language. Can I request an interview in 
a different language?  
A: Shortlisted applicants have the opportunity to interview in English or French. If choosing to interview 
in French, please note English is an important requirement of the mentor role and therefore part of the 
interview will be conducted in English to evaluate communication abilities.  
 
Q: I applied and was interviewed, but I have not heard back from the Globalink Mentor Recruitment 
Team? Should I have heard back by now?  
A: Please add the @mitacs.ca email extension to your email’s accepted sender list. This ensures you 
don’t miss emails that are in your junk mail! Please be patient, the recruitment team has many 
applications to review. If you are concerned, don’t hesitate to contact the recruitment team regarding 
the status of your application (globalinkhire@mitacs.ca). Note: due to the volume of applicants, only 
those who are selected for interviews will be contacted by the recruitment team.  
 
Do you have additional questions? Feel free to contact us at globalinkhire@mitacs.ca. The mandatory 
online group training and information session in April will also give you a venue to ask questions and 
will provide lots of important and useful information.  
 

Thank you for your interest in working with the Mitacs Globalink program! 
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